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Ladies and Gentlemen, good morning 

 

I welcome the opportunity to share my thoughts on education about standardization with you 

today and would like to congratulate UNECE for including this important topic on its agenda. 

 

Standards and standardization have a growing impact on modern life. They help reduce 

transaction costs and information asymmetries. They are used by companies and states as 

a strategic instrument in competing for markets.  

 

The importance of and need for standardization is growing due to technological integration. 

Advanced technology fields and the corresponding highly profitable markets depend on 

standardization for their large scale deployment.  

 

There’s no question, for electronic and technical devices, preferably International Standards 

and Conformity Assessment are an absolute must. They are the basis for innovation and key 

for the participation in global value chains for any country or company.  

 

So why then is standardization not more systematically taught to our future leaders?  

 

Isn’t it time that the next generation of executives, engineers, entrepreneurs, lawyers and 

regulators better understand the strategic benefits of standardization? That they realize that 

they need to sit at the table where the rules for global trade are written and not let others 

write them instead?   

 

 

Euras recently published an interesting White paper by Wilfred Hesser and Henk de Vries 

where they analyzed the link between standardization, education and the competitive 

advantage of Europe. They identified several hurdles for education on standardization, one 

of them being the image of standardization itself.    

 

Students may perceive standardization as “dull” and therefore not select it as part of their 

curriculum. Teachers are not really familiar with the topic and its importance (not surprising 

because they didn’t learn about it during their training). This vicious cycle means that there is 

limited awareness and appreciation for standardization by the general public, which in turn 

negatively influences education on standardization.  

 

The White paper also identifies a direct correlation between the fragmentation of 

standardization education and a decrease in Europe’s ability to compete.  

 

The paper further outlines that governments in Asia are presently leading on standardization 

education. Many Asian countries have a national standardization education strategy and 

well-trained standards experts who may in the long-run outperform their European and 

American counterparts.  Looking at IEC Technical Committees this trend is already visible.   

 



In the future, the need for standards expertise will only continue to grow. Converging 

technologies, complex systems and ever more advanced technologies require new 

standards and people who are able to develop them. An increasing number of employees 

and managers will need to understand and work with standards. We are not only talking 

about engineers, but also policy makers who rely on standardization as a regulatory 

instrument.  

 

As the Euras White paper further points out: “the good old way” of standardization education 

– “learning by doing” without any prior or, at best, limited knowledge of standardization – is 

no longer viable. Formal education is needed to fill the pool of experts that will be required in 

the coming years. Today, many SMEs have no standards experts and because of this don’t 

benefit from the advantages offered by standardization. Lack of awareness is partially 

responsible for this and education could really help. But bigger companies don’t necessarily 

fare much better: when managers lack the expertise to use standardization strategically, 

their companies are at a disadvantage in global trade.  No doubt, future managers need to 

be educated about how they can use standards and how they can take part in the standard-

making process. Why they need to include standardization from the beginning of their 

projects or businesses to reap the full benefits standardization can offer. 

 

Not all is doom and gloom though. European institutions have shown their support of 

education about standardization. The European Council encourages member states to 

improve the position of standardization in education programmes and academic curricula, in 

order to familiarize students with the strategic benefits and challenges of standardization.  

The US has also understood the need to strengthen the awareness of the role of standards 

in innovation, competitiveness and international trade.   

 

Education is different from one country to the next and needs to be implemented on a 

national or regional level. Businesses of all sizes have every interest to actively lobby for 

stronger educational curricula on standards, because they are the ones who will be most in 

need of experts in the future. Last but not least, education needs a long-term outlook and 

shouldn’t be limited to developed countries only. And while education is expensive, not 

educating tomorrow’s experts and leaders may cost economies and industries their 

competitive edge and we simply can’t afford to let this happen. 

 

The IEC, together with ISO and ITU are actively promoting the dialogue between academic 

institutions and the international standards community. Every year, the three organizations 

are holding Academic Week conjointly with the ICES Conference.  An impressive list of 

speakers from academia, industry and national and international standards bodies provide 

insights, raise awareness and foster cooperation and joint initiatives.  

 

I thank you. 

 

 


